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Summery 
Machine translation (MT) is automated translation. It is the 
process by which computer software is used to translate a text 
from one natural language (such as English) to another (such as 
Persain). MT systems are highly dependent on the amount of 
training data. Through past years, different methods have been 
proposed to extract parallel sentences from the web or available 
corpora. In this paper we have presented a method to create 
Persian-English comparable corpus from Wikipedia articles and 
extract parallel sentences from that. In order to create a Persian-
English comparable corpus we have used WordNet to classify 
and extract similar articles in Wikipedia. Also we have evaluated 
the performance of different calssification algorithms in 
extracting Persian-English parallel sentences.  Experimental 
results show the efficiency of the proposed approach in 
comparison with the other state of the art methods. This 
approach is language independent and it could be applied to 
other language pairs that have enough Wikipedia sources. 
Keywords: 
Parallel sentences, Comparable Corpus, Wikipedia, Information 
Retrieval, Statistical Machine Translation. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, machine translation (MT) systems have 
obtained reasonable results when applied to languages 
such as English-French, English-Chinese, English-
Germany; however, for many languages, especially for 
low resource languages, machine translation needs more 
parallel sentences to get a better results. There are two 
main challenges for low resource languages; difficulty of 
creating corpus for these languages, difficulty of 
implementing methods available for rich-resource 
languages for low resource languages (due to of difference 
in syntax and structure). Statistical machine translation 
(SMT) systems uses statistical methods based on large 
parallel bilingual corpora of source and target languages to 
build a statistical translation model. SMT also uses target 
language texts to build a statistical language model. These 
two models and a search (decoding) module are applied to 
decode and find the best translation for each source 
language sentence [ 1,2,3 ]. 
Wikipedia is a rich resource, containing articles in a 
variety of domains. Wikipedia articles have useful 
characteristics such as links, interlanguage links and 

category tags, which are beneficial for Information 
Extraction (IE) task. The main propose of IE is processing 
unstructured data and converting them to the structured 
data.  English Wikipedia, with more than 4 million articles, 
is the first language among the others in terms of article 
quantity and Persian with more than 300,000 articles is the 
20th language in Wikipedia (at the time of writing this 
paper). However, Persian Wikipedia has not been 
investigated enough. 
Different methods have been proposed to extract parallel 
sentences from Wikipedia [4]. However, they have 
extracted parallel sentences by aligning documents via 
interlanguage links between source and target languages. 
Also its not possible to get the similar results for low-
resourced languages. Due to of differences in syntax and 
their structure. Therefore, extraction of parallel sentences 
for low resource languages such as Persian is more 
complicated. In this paper, first, an approach is proposed 
to cluster Wikipedia articles using WordNet. Then, we 
have extracted parallel sentecens from these clusters by 
applying different machine learning algorithms. Also we 
have performed an evaluation on performance of these 
algorithms in extraction of parallel sentences. 
To create Persian-English parallel corpus, Wikipedia 
articles are extracted and filtered. Afterwards, WordNet is 
used to cluster similar articles in Wikipedia. Then the 
performance of different machine learning algorithms 
have been evaluated.  
Our paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, the 
related works are reviewed. Afterwards, the procedure of 
creating comparable corpus and extracting parallel 
senteces are described in Section 3. Results are discussed 
in section 4 and Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2 Related Work 

Fung and Cheung present a method to extract parallel 
sentences from very non-parallel corpora by exploiting 
bootstrapping on top of IBM Model [5,6]. They claim that 
their “find-one-get-more” strategy principle allows them 
to add more parallel sentences from dissimilar documents, 
to the baseline set. Since they use similarity metric like 
other approaches, primary steps of their method are alike 
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the former approaches. Then they used an iterative 
bootstrapping framework based on the principle of “find-
one-get-more”, which claims that documents found to 
contain one pair of parallel sentences must contain others 
even if the documents are judged to be of low similarity. 
They rematch documents by using extracted sentence pairs, 
and refine the mining process iteratively until convergence 
[5]. 
[7] , first used a dictionary to translate some of the words 
of the source sentences, and then used these translations to 
query a database for finding matching translation 
candidates and extracting final parallel sentences. In other 
work, [8] train a maximum entropy classifier to extract 
parallel corpus in Arabic, English and French languages. 
They show that a good-quality MT system can be built 
from scratch by starting with a very small parallel corpus 
(100,000 words) and exploiting a large non-parallel corpus. 
Abdul-Rauf and Schwenk (2011) present another 
technique similar to [4] method and use a statistical 
machine translation system instead of the bilingual 
dictionary. In their approach, they used an IR system to 
find the best candidates from translated sentences. 
Moreover, they used well-known evaluation metrics WER 
(Word Error rate), TER (Translation Error Rate) and 
TERp (Translation Error Rate plus) to evaluate the degree 
of parallelism between candidate sentences [9]. 
[4]  extract similar sentences from Wikipedia article pairs 
by considering that Wikipedia consists of documents with 
several languages. They investigated two approaches.  
First approach used a machine translation to translate 
Wikipedia documents from source language to target 
language.  In the second approach, a bilingual lexicon was 
used to extract parallel sentences from Wikipedia aligned 
documents. Finally, word overlap between sentences was 
used as a similarity measure. 
[11] investigate potentiality of Wikipedia as comparable 
corpus and train a classifier to detect parallel sentences. 
They extracted a large number of parallel sentences from 
Wikipedia aligned documents and used different features 
to model their sentences. They show that their extracted 
parallel sentences from Wikipedia could improve the 
performance of an SMT system [10]. 
[12]  introduce an automatic method to build comparable 
corpora from Wikipedia using the categories as topic 
restrictions. Their strategy relies on the fact that Wikipedia 
is a multilingual encyclopedia containing semi structured 
information. They proposed three methods to create 
comparable corpora: First, a machine translation was used 
to translate the given subject to target language and extract 
articles in the source and target languages, which 
contained the given topic in category tag. In second and 
third methods, they used some criteria based on 
interlanguage links to increase the homogeneity of 
extracted comparable corpora. 

[13] use information retrieval system in their approach in 
order to reduce the search space and memory. After 
creating an index structure for target language sentences, 
for each sentence in the source language the content words 
are selected and translated to the target language using an 
existing dictionary. Afterwards, top N similar sentences in 
the target language are selected as the translation 
candidates. Finally, candidate sentences are weighted 
based on some features and sentence pair with the highest 
score is selected as the potential parallel sentence. 

3 Proposed method 

Section 3.1 presents the WordNet based approach for 
creating comparable corpus from Wikipedia documents. 
Section 3.2 introduce our features that used for extraction 
of Persian-English parallel sentences. Section 3.3 evaluate 
the performance of different algoithms in extracting 
parallel sentences. 

3.1 Creating Persian-English Comparable Corpus 

This section presents the procedure of extracting articles 
from Wikipedia. In order to extract parallel sentences from 
Wikipedia, creating a comparable corpus for Persian-
English languages is necessary [14].  Therefore, we  have 
used WordNet to cluster similar Wikipedia articles Our 
proposed approach in creating comparable corpora from 
Wikipedia is applicable for all other Wikipedia language 
pairs that have enough Wikipedia resources. 
In order to extract Persian-English Wikipedia documents a 
web crawler is designed to download the articles in both 
languages. Extracted articles were filtered as they contain 
non-textual elements like images. Afterwards, WordNet 
has used to claculate the similarity of articles.  
Section 3.1.1 describes the process of creating similarity 
vectors. Section 3.1.2 presents the method of creating 
comparable corpora and clustering similar articles.  

3.1.1 Clustering Articles 

In order to cluster similar Wikipedia articles, In the first 
step, we define a subject to cluster the similar articles. 
Defined subject can be the name of place or a issue. After 
that, we have used WordNet to find the synomym of the 
defined subject and create a distinct list from the extracted 
subject. Finally we have used lucene as a information 
retreival tool to cluster the articles that have the highest 
similarity with the defined subject or one of it’s synonum. 
Following describe the steps needs to cluster the articles 
related to the “music” 
1-Extract Wikipedia articles from www.wikipedia.org/en 
2- Use WordNet to find the synonym of music 
3-create a list of selected subject and it’s synonym 
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4- Use lucene to calculate the similarity of articles with 
created list (we have used Tf-idf similarity metrics to 
calculate the similarity of articles) 
5-cluster articles with the highest measure of similarity. 
6- follow the similar procedure for other subject 
  in order to calculate the similarity of articles we have 
used the C# version lucene. 

3.1.2 Clustering and creating comparable corpus 

In order to cluster similar Persian articles and create 
comparable corpora for Persian-English languages, we 
have used the Inter-Language-Links of English clustered 
articles. Therefore, the interlanguage link of English 
clustered articles haved used to create Persian counterparts.  

3.2 Extracting Parallel Sentences 

In pervious section, similar Persian-English articles were 
clustered and a comparable corpus was created for each 
Persian-English aligned cluster. In this section, the goal is 
to implement an effective method to extract Persian-
English parallel sentences from Wikipedia aligned clusters. 
With considering CP and CE two aligned Clusters in 
Persian and English languages respectively, the main goal 
is to find a potential parallel sentence in CE, for any 
selected sentence in Cp. Therefore, calculation of the 
similarity scores between each Persian sentence in Cp and 
English candidate sentences in CE is essential. In the rest 
of this paper, for two aligned Persian and English clusters, 
the following notations are used: 
• CP and CE: English Clusters respectively 
• CTP : Translation of Cluster CP  
• SP: A selected Persian sentence from Cp 
• STp: Translation of sentence Sp 

To extract parallel sentences from Wikipedia two features 
are defined; Translation Similarity and Word alignments. 
Word alignments features are based on IBM alignment 
models (Brown et al. 1993). Translation similarity is based 
on the similarity of key words between Persian-English 
sentences. 

3.2.1 Features 

The main problem in machine translation tasks for under 
resource languages is the lack of parallel data. Although 
for Persian language there are some readily available 
parallel corpora, [15, 16] the problem is the limited the 
size of these corpora and the low quality of the sentences 
they have. Therefore, we have used both translation 
similarity and word alignment similarity features to 
extract Persian and English sentences. In order to 
implement translation similarity feature an SMT system is 
needed for translating the texts from Persian to English. 

The translation modules in this work is built using Moses 
toolkit [17]  with the default setting and is as follows: 
- GIZA++ [18]  was used for word alignments, the “-
alignment” option for phrase extraction was “grow-diag-
final-and” 
- Fourteen features in total were used in the log-linear 
model: distortion probabilities (six features), one 3-gram 
language model probability, bidirectional translation 
probabilities (two features) and lexicon weights (two 
features), a phrase penalty, a word penalty and a distortion 
distance penalty.  
- Two 3-gram models were created for both English and 
Persian languages. Both language models were built using 
the SRILM toolkit [19] and our monolingual corpus. 
Using our machine translation system (i.e. Persian-English 
machine translation systems) with above configuration, all 
Persian clusters are translated to English language. 
Therefore, a new translated cluster is generated: CTp, the 
translation of Persian cluster. The process of calculating 
the translation similarity score is as follows: 

3.2.2 Translation Similarity Score f1 (SP, SE) 

In order to calculate the similarity of each Persian 
sentence with English ones in aligned clusters we have 
used lucene. 
First, all English sentences (SE) in CE were indexed by 
the IR system. Then each Persian sentence in translated 
Cluster CTp is considered as an independent query (only 
non-functional words were kept), and the IR system 
extracts and calculates scores between the query and top 
sentences in index database.  

f_1  (S_P,S_E )=Sim(S_p,S_E )                             (1) 

At this point, for each Persian-English sentence we have 
extracted a similarity score, which extracted from our 
implemented Information Retrieval machine. 

3.2.3 Word Alignments Features f2 (SP, SE) 

In this section, in order to improve the process of Persian-
English Parallel sentence extraction, we have used another 
feature in addition to the above described score. Therefore 
we have used GIZA++ to train a model for calculating the 
alignment similarity of sentence pairs. Word alignments of 
sentences in both directions are examined (Persian-
English and English-Persian). In the first step, we added 
the candidate sentences to the end of our training corpus 
and trained a model. We have used GIZA++ for creating 
our model. Those sentence pairs which have more 
similarity would have a higher probability and sentences 
which doesnt have anything in common or have low 
similarty would get lower probability. 
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3.3 Model Creation 

In order to extract similar Persian-English sentences we 
have to assign the optimal weight of each feature 
(translation similarity and word alignment). Therefore we 
trained four classifiers and examined the efficiency of 
each model in assigning optimal weight to our features.  
Thus, 300 Persian-English sentence pairs are extracted 
manually, which contains 150 parallel sentences and 150 
non-parallel sentences as a training set. In the first step we 
created a logistic regression classifier. The classifier 
assigns 0.35 percent of weights to the word alignment 
similarity and 0.65 percent of weights to the translation 
similarity feature. In the second step we trained a model 
using Chi-Squre metric. The model assigns 0.40 percent of 
weights to the word alignment similarity feature and 0.60 
percent of weights to the translation similarity feature. 
Afterwards, a linear regression classifier was trained, 
which assigns 0.42 percent of weights to the word 
alignment similarity and 0.58 percent of weights to the 
translation similarity feature. Finally a classifier was 
trained using gain ratio metric. The model assigns 0.49 
percent of weights to the word alignment similarity feature 
and 0.51 percent of weights to the translation similarity 
feature. 
Up to now, we have created four different models and 
assigned the optimal weights of each feature. In the next 
section we are going to evaluate the performance of 
created models in extracting parallel Persian-English 
sentence pairs. 

4 Experimental Results 

To evaluate the accuracy of proposed clustering approach, 
the precision of clusters was examined. Also, In order to 
evaluate the performance of created models, we extracted 
the 400 sentences in each model. As presented in Figure 1 
logistic regression model has the highest accuracy among 
the other models. Therefore logistic regression model 
selected for further processing an evaluation. 

 

Fig.1 The accuracy achieved by the four selective model 

4.1 Document clustering accuracy 

The accuracy of clustering method was evaluated by 
computing the precision of extracted clusters. Therefore, 
10 clusters were annotated and the precision of each 
cluster was examined manually. As Figure 2 shows, the 
proposed clustering approach, which was based on 
WordNet similarity. One advantage of our proposed 
method in comparison with other classic approaches is the 
non-dependency of this method to any specific language 
resources such as external dictionary. 

 

Fig.2   The accuracy of clustering method 

4.2 Evaluating Regression Algorithm Deeply 

As is presented in Fig.1 , Logistic Regression Algorithm 
has better performance in assigning the optimal weights to 
our features. Therefore we evaluated the performance of 
this algorithm more deeply. In the first step, we have 
selected four clusters and annotated the top 300 sentences 
in each of them. Afterwards, we have evaluated the 
precision of annotated sentence in each cluster. Figure3 
demonstrated the results obtained from each cluster. 

 

Fig.3   Accuracy different clusters in Extraction of parallel sentences 
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4.3 Machine Translation Evaluation 

In order to evaluate the impact of adding extracted 
sentences to an existing machine translation system, result 
corpus was added to a baseline system. Eventually, 15778 
parallel sentences were selected from different clusters 
and a test set with 400 sentences manually extracted from 
Wikipedia documents. An SMT system used with the 
default configuration explained in section 3.2.2 As a 
parallel corpus, we have used available parallel corpora 
(TEP and Mizan). Based on the results represented in table 
1, extracted sentences could improve the performance of 
an SMT system about 6.6 BLEU score. 

Table 1   Machine Translation Evaluation 
SMT Evaluation Bleu Score 

Base line System 16.50 
Base line System+ Wiki Extracted Sentences 23.10 
Number of Extracted Sentences 15778 
Number of Sentences In Test Set 400 

5. Conclusion 

This paper focused on extracting parallel Persian-English 
sentences from Wikipedia. A cluster level approach was 
introduced bu using WordNet to classify Wikipedia 
articles.  Moreover, two set of features have used to 
increase the Performance of extracting Persian-English 
parallel sentences. First, Wikipedia articles were clustered 
based on WordNet similarity. Afterwards, sentences in 
each cluster were weighted based on features related to 
word alignments and translation. After wards we have 
evaluated the performance of different models in assigning 
the optimal weights to our feature. The experiment results 
showedthat our proposed method is enough accurate in 
extracting parallel sentences. Applying the extracted 
sentences on the baseline statistical machine translation 
system has a large effect on translation accuracy and 
improves the Persian-English SMT. Based on the 
approach procedures, our proposed method could be 
applied to other language pairs. 
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